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The aims of research are: (1) to produce software instrument authentic assessment by peers techniques in entrepreneurship subject, and (2) to analyze the effectiveness of software PETASAN GALAU usage. This research is the research and development (R and D) which are divide into three steps; preliminary, developing, and evaluating. Subject of evaluation involved 1 expert in evaluation education, 2 expert in technologi of education, and 1 expert in social studies, 2 teachers for personal evaluation, 9 students for small group evaluation, and 2 classes for field trial at SMK Negeri Sukoharjo Kabupaten Pringsewu. Data were collected using questionnaire and observation sheet which has analyzed descriptively and quantitatively. The results of research and development (1) a product called software PETASAN GALAU as an instrument for authentic assesment in entrepreneurship subject, (2) an effective product used as an assessment instrument with average value 3.55 by very effective criteria. The psycomotoric scores of the students meet the criteria very effective on the concurrent validity 0.955 for XI TKJ 1 and 0.902 for XI TKJ 2.
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